| Following the structure of a haiku, write an original poem about an animal of your choice. | Choose an animal that most resembles you in personality and in looks. Draw yourself as that animal and write a metaphor to describe your similarities with that animal. (Ex. As an animal, I am...because...) | Read a series of short descriptions of animals and match those descriptions to photos depicting their habitats. |
| Working with a partner, decide on vocabulary expressions to include on a word wall in your classroom. Create the word wall. | Students choose an image depicting an animal found in India. Working pairs, they ask and answer questions about the photos that their partner has in order to guess the name of the animal. | Student Choice
- Create an animal avatar and use that avatar to introduce yourself.
- Draw and label a storyboard about an animal and its habitat.
- Use digital media to create a story about your pet or a pet that you would like to have. |

**CHOICE BOARD**

**ANIMALS AND WHERE THEY LIVE**